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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Gentle to moderate southerly breezes and slight seas can be expected across the Gulf today and tomorrow. Tropical Storm 
Elsa is forecast to enter the far eastern Gulf today just offshore Florida; however, minimal impacts are expected over all Lease
Areas as the harshest conditions will develop mainly to the east of the center of circulation prior to Elsa making landfall over
the Big Bend of FL early tomorrow. Nevertheless, isolated to widely scattered showers and thunderstorms will be possible 
across the region for the next couple of days as deep layer moisture filters in from the south. Most of this activity should 
remain sub-severe throughout the week.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Winds in the western and central Gulf are expected to increase to moderate to fresh beginning on Thursday as a weak area of 
low-pressure develops in this area. As a result, seas may build to moderate heights between 4 to 7 feet in some portions of 
the region and prevail through this weekend and potentially into early next week. Lower conditions are forecast for the 
eastern Gulf during this timeframe, with gentle to moderate onshore flow and slight seas in response to persistent high-
pressure ridging. Precipitation chances are expected to lower going into the weekend but a few isolated showers or storms 
can't be ruled out.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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